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A modular integrated probabilistic model of software reliability estimation and an algorithm of its 
application for estimation of software reliability with different architecture such as multilevel, 
multiversion, distributed and object-oriented ones are presented in the article. The modification of this 
model is given there for the object-oriented multiversion software with the distributed architecture. The 
procedure of its estimation is perfected to improve the quality of the reliability prediction. The 
description of the developed program system based on the modular integrated probabilistic model of 
reliability estimation of the object-oriented multiversion software with the distributed architecture is 
presented in the article. The analysis of relation of software reliability parameters to the component 
count, conditional and unconditional probability of the failure appearance in components and 
temporary components characteristics is done there as well. 
Povzetek: Opisan je modularni verjetnostni model za oceno zanesljivosti programske opreme.
1 Introduction 
The interest to the software reliability estimation has 
arisen at the same time as the software origin. It has been 
caused by the natural need to get traditional probabilistic 
software reliability estimation as one of the computer 
system components. Originally the approach to the 
computer system parts reliability estimation was a little 
different from the hardware reliability estimation and it 
consisted in application of well-known statistical 
methods of classical reliability theory in a new 
technological branch which laid the corner stone of the 
individual trend like the software reliability theory [22]. 
However, as far as computing machinery was developed 
it became obvious that software was not only the part of 
the computing system. 
In the modern conditions of digital technology 
development the software discontinued to be a part of the 
one computing system as it used to be, it began to be 
used on hundreds and thousands of similar computers 
(basically, on personal ones) [16]. It is obvious that the 
problem of assurance of the stable programs functioning, 
identification and correcting the failures in programs 
sharply exists for software developers nowadays. 
Over previous decades, lots of approaches, models 
and methods of software reliability research have been 
created [3], [4], [5], [19]. However, any unified approach 
to the solution of this problem has not been proposed yet 
and, apparently, it will not happen in the near future. 
Nevertheless, developing difficult programs systems, 
their creators are trying to get software reliability 
estimation [8], [17], [20]. One of the most effective 
approaches consists in sequential estimation of the 
programs reliability at every stage of their development 
[10], [19]. The main difficulty in using statistical 
methods is the absence of the sufficient amount of the 
input data. The detection of errors dynamics should be 
thoroughly registered and processed. Another important 
problem is a grain size of element’s computing reliability 
[7], [14]. Defining all the paths of program execution 
during information processing as it sometimes offers is 
virtually unreal even for an easy program. According to 
this, the elements’ computing reliability detailing (they 
are theoretically called program modules) should be 
limited by the completed program formations, which are 
connected to each other, compose more complicated unit 
(complex) which reliability holds our interest [6], [11], 
[12]. In this case it is acceptable that the computing 
machinery, the operating system and the programming 
environment are absolutely reliable. Of interest is only 
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the reliability of functioning of special software tools 
which solve the main system problem [21]. 
As the result of the analysis of many researchers’ 
works [2], [5], [9], [13], [15], [16] in the field of software 
reliability research, three basic problem groups can be 
distinguished. They are: 
- the absence of the unified methodology of high-
reliable software system development;  
- the absence of the unified methodology of high-
reliable software system testing;  
- the absence of the unified approach in software 
systems reliability estimation and analysis. 
One of solutions of the previous problems is the 
usage of the software reliability estimation models 
presented in this paper. The generic modular integrated 
probabilistic model of software reliability estimation and 
its modification for the multiversion software with the 
distributed architecture are adapted to the modern 
analysis and software development methods; in particular 
the option of application of the models for the software 
building following the object-oriented approach is 
presented there. 
2 Methodology  
2.1 The generic modular integrated 
probabilistic model of software 
reliability estimation 
The following generic modular integrated probabilistic 
model of software reliability estimation has been 
developed to evaluate the reliability parameters of the 
software. 
It is obligatory to satisfy the condition for this 
model: 
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where F is a number of software architecture 
components; PUi is probability of using component i, i = 
1, …, F. 
The mean time to repair is calculated as follows: 
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          (1) 
where M is a number of the software architecture levels; 
PFi is theoretical probability of component i failure, i = 
1, …, F; PLij is conditional probability of component i 
failure under component j failure, i = 1, …, F, j = 1, …, 
F; TAi is relative time of the access to component i, i = 1, 
…, F; TCi is relative time of failure’s analysis in 
component i, i = 1, …, F; Dmj is disjoint sets of 
component j at level m, m = 1, …, M, j = 1, …, F; TEi is 
relative time of failure recovery in component i, i = 1, …, 
F. 
 
The mean time to failure is calculated as follows: 
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where TUi is relative time of using component i, i = 1, 
…, F. 
The software availability ratio is calculated as 
follows: 
.)(/ MTTRMTTFMTTFS    
The software reliability is computed as follows: 
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where Ri is component i’s reliability, i = 1, …, F; Zi is a 
set of component i’s versions, i = 1, …, F. 
The cost of software development is calculated as 
follows: 
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where Ci is the cost of component i’s development, i = 1, 
…, F.  
2.2 The algorithm of using the generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model 
of software reliability estimation 
The algorithm of software reliability parameters’ 
evaluation with the help of the developed generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model is described 
below.  
 
Algorithm 1: software reliability parameters’ 
evaluation with the help of the developed generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model 
 
1) Divide the estimating software into modules, define 
the modules’ scopes, their characteristics and 
interaction order. 
2) Define the number of architecture levels. If the 
architecture is multilevel, it is necessary to pass to 
step 4 or follow step 3 if it is not. 
3) Eliminate Dmj from the model in formulas (1) and 
(2). Next, pass to step 4. 
4) Define the number of versions. If the architecture is 
multiversion, it is necessary to pass to step 6 or 
follow step 5 if it is not. 
5) Eliminate Zi from the model in formula (3). After 
that, pass to step 6. 
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6) Define if it is possible to eliminate failures. If it is 
not, pass to step 8 or, if it is so, follow step 7. 
7) Eliminate TCi, TEi from the model in formula (1). 
Then, pass to step 8. 
8) Get summarized expressions R, MTTR, and MTTF, 
solving formulas (1), (2), and (3).  
There is a flowchart of the algorithm of the generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model of software 
reliability estimation in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1: Flowchart of the algorithm of the generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model of software 
reliability estimation. 
 
 
2.3 The modular integrated probabilistic 
model of reliability estimation of the 
object-oriented multiversion software 
with the distributed architecture 
The difficulty in the usage of the generic modular 
integrated probabilistic model at the step of designing the 
software architecture is that all required parameters are 
not always known. If the component reliability is 
unknown beforehand, it can be estimated only at the 
coding stage. More exact information about reliability 
can be obtained at the module testing stage. The 
probability of using the component and component’s 
failure can be gained after software testing. Parameters 
such as access, analysis and recovery component time for 
the distributed multiversion software can be estimated 
after testing, so it is not ruled out that the structure 
formation of the architecture of the projectable software 
can be at the conceptual phase. It is possible to build a 
class hierarchy and method’s tree for the object-oriented 
software. In general, at this step it is necessary to set the 
parameters which have to be estimated at the following 
stages. 
According to the object-oriented approach 
computational process is a consecutive calling sequence 
of class methods. The number of architecture levels 
equals 1 for this variant. Such parameters as access, 
analysis and recovery time are parts of the distributed 
multiversion software. 
Let us examine the modification of the generic 
modular integrated probabilistic model for the instance of 
the object-oriented multiversion software with the 
distributed architecture in detail. 
The software architecture is a set of class hierarchies 
for the object-oriented approach. Every class is a set of 
properties (variables) and methods (functions) of the 
object. 
The process is a set of transitions from one class 
method to different class method [1], [9]. It is obligatory 
to satisfy the condition for this model: 
1
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where F is a general component (class) count in the 
software architecture, PUi is a probability of component 
i's usage, i = 1, …, F. 
The reliability of the multiversion component 
depends on the reliability of each version and meta-class 
which implements the multiversion approach: 
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where Ri is a reliability of component i, i = 1, …, F; 
Zi is a variety of component i's versions, i = 1, …, F; Rmul 
is a reliability of the meta-class which implements the 
multiversion approach. Let us mention that the meta-
class should not be considered as the architecture’s 
component and it should be eliminated from computing 
MTTR, MTTF, and Rs. 
The mean time to repair is calculated as follows: 
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The mean time to failure is calculated as follows: 
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The software availability ratio is computed in the 
following way: 
)/( MTTRMTTFMTTFS  . 
The software reliability is calculated as follows: 
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As the suggested approach does not take into 
account the conditional probability of the failure in 
components, the following model modification was used 
in the implementation of the model: 
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3 Results and discussion 
Let us study the program realization of the system of the 
reliability estimation of the object-oriented multiversion 
software with the distributed architecture based on the 
presented model. 
3.1 The system of the reliability estimation 
of the object-oriented multiversion 
software with the distributed 
architecture 
The modular integrated probabilistic model of reliability 
estimation of the object-oriented multiversion software 
with the distributed architecture has been realized as the 
program system in C# language.  
The operational system’s function is: 
the system user’s provision of the information about 
the projectable software reliability parameters; 
the definition of the likehood degree of the modular 
integrated probabilistic model of software reliability 
estimation in comparison with the real software. 
The primary performing functions are: 
the definition of the reliability parameters of the 
projectable software by means of the modular integrated 
probabilistic model; 
the definition of the reliability parameters of the 
projectable software by means of estimation of its 
simulator’s behaviour; 
the visualization of components’ behaviour of the 
software simulator in the time. 
A great number of the system functions forms the 
structure from five blocks (Figure 2): 
the data reduction provides data input and 
presentation in the form which is convenient for the user; 
the modular integrated probabilistic model makes it 
possible to define the reliability parameters of the 
projectable software;  
the simulator duplicates the behavior of the 
projectable software following the data which are 
obtained from the block of data reduction during the 
specified number of cycles; 
the simulator monitoring is done for the statistics’ 
gathering of the simulator work and definition of the 
reliability parameters of the projectable software 
following the collected data; 
the output is done to lead the results of system work. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The structure of the system of the object-
oriented multiversion software reliability estimation. 
 
The subsystem “The block of the data reduction” 
serves for the solution of the following tasks: 
data editing; 
checkout of the correction of the posted data. 
The statistical data about the structure of the 
projectable software are imported into the table with the 
clipboard or directly by the user. 
The visualization of the array of software parameters 
and its components is performed as the table. In case of 
having a mistake in edited data the system user will be 
informed about it by means of the message “An error”. 
The subsystem “The block of the modular integrated 
probabilistic model” is basic in the system structure and 
serves for definition of the reliability parameters of the 
projectable system by means of using the modular 
integrated probabilistic model of estimation of object-
oriented multiversion software with the distributed 
architecture. 
The input data of the block of the modular integrated 
probabilistic model is a result of the subsystem “The 
block of the data reduction” works. 
The block of  
the data reduction 
The block of 
modular 
integrated 
probabilistic 
model 
The simulator 
block 
The block of 
the simulator 
monitoring 
The block of 
the output 
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The subsystem “The simulator block” is basic in the 
system structure and serves for the imitation of the 
projectable software work in compliance with the data 
received from the subsystem “The block of the data 
reduction”. The imitation of software execution 
continues during the time interval specified by the user. 
During the work of this block it is supposed that each 
component of the projectable software is invoked to 
execute the probability PUi during the time equal TUi. At 
the same time during the execution of the component the 
failure will be made with the probability PFi, which time 
equals the sum of TAi (the access time of the component 
i), TCi (the analysis time of the failure in the component 
i) and TEi (the time of failure’s elimination in component 
i). Defining the failure, the probability PLij (the 
probability of the failure in the component i during the 
failure of the component j) is also considered. 
The subsystem “The block of simulator monitoring” 
is assigned for the statistics information gathering about 
simulator work and defining the reliability parameters of 
the projectable software on basis of this statistics. 
The subsystem “The block of output” serves to lead 
the results of the system work. It displays the operating 
schedule of the simulator for the user and the results in 
the work of the block of simulator monitoring and the 
block of the modular integrated probabilistic model. 
3.2 The analysis of the modular integrated 
probabilistic model of reliability 
estimation of the object-oriented multi-
versioned software with the distributed 
architecture 
The analysis of the modular integrated probabilistic 
model of reliability estimation of the software includes 
the analysis of the model behaviour subject to the 
software components number, conditional and 
unconditional probability of the failures in the 
components, and also the relation of software reliability 
parameters to time characteristics of the components. 
Let us guess that the software consists of 
homogeneous components with the following 
characteristics: the probability of using PUi = 1, 
unconditional probability of the failure PFi = 0.1, 
conditional probability of the failure PLij = 0 for all j, the 
access time TAi = 5 cycles, the analysis time TCi = 7 
cycles, the clearing rime of the failure TEi = 10 cycles, 
the average time of the using components TUi = 30 
cycles. The time of imitation is 1200 cycles. 
The analysis of the software reliability relation to the 
component count has detected the different behavior 
pattern of reliability parameters in the modular integrated 
probabilistic model of software reliability estimation 
from the component count. Thus, for example, the 
relation of the mean time to repair MTTR and of the 
reliability R to the component count F has a linear form 
(Figure 3 and 4). At the same time, the relation of the 
meaning of the mean time to failure to the component 
count has a nonlinear form (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 3: The relation of the mean time to repair to the 
component count. 
 
 
Figure 4: The relation of the software reliability to the 
component count. 
 
 
Figure 5: The relation of the mean time to failure to the 
component count. 
Analyzing the relation of software reliability 
parameters to the committed component count F = 10 
from the quantity of the unconditional probability of the 
failure in the software components, the linear growth of 
the mean time to repair time (Figure 6), the scaling-down 
of the mean time to failure and the reliability have been 
detected (Figure 7 and 8). 
 
 
Figure 6: The relation of the mean time to repair to the 
quantity of unconditional probability of the failure in 
software components. 
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Figure 7: The relation of the mean time to failure to the 
quantity of the unconditional probability of the failure in 
the software components. 
 
 
Figure 8: The relation of the reliability to the quantity of 
unconditional probability of the failure in software 
components. 
 
Analyzing the relation of software reliability 
parameters to the committed component count F = 10 
from the value of the conditional probability of the 
failure in the software components, the scaling-down of 
the mean time to failure MTTF is marked due to 
increasing of unconditional probability of the failure in 
the component (Figure 9). The scaling-up of the mean 
time to repair MTTR occurs during the augmenter of the 
unconditional probability of the failure in software 
components (Figure 10). At the same time, the relation of 
the probability point of the meaning of the software 
reliability R to the value of conditional probability of the 
failure in the component is absent (Figure 11). 
 
 
Figure 9: The relation of the mean time to failure to the 
conditional probability of the failure in the component in 
case of the failure’s appearance in component 1. 
 
 
Figure 10: The relation of the mean time to repair to the 
conditional probability of the failure in the component in 
case of the failure’s appearance in component 1. 
 
 
Figure 11: The relation of the software reliability to the 
conditional probability of the failure in the component in 
case of the failure’s appearance in component 1. 
 
As this exponent of the software reliability as the 
probability of no-failure operation does not take into 
account conditional probability of the failure in 
components, let us use its modified evaluation (10) to 
increase the quality of the forecast. The result is shown in 
Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12: The relation of the software reliability to 
conditional probability of the failure in the component 
during the failure’s appearance in component 1. 
 
In Figure 13 there is a relation of the average time of 
usage of the component from the component count 
included in the software structure to the average time 
between the failures which equals 675 cycles. 
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Figure 13: The relation of the average time of the usage 
of the component to the component count in the system. 
 
In Figure 14 there is a relation of the mean time of 
the recovery of the component from the software 
component count to the average time of the system 
recovery which equals 11 cycles. 
 
 
Figure 14: The relation of the mean time of the recovery 
after the failure of the component to the component count 
in the system. 
 
During the analysis a backward exponential relation 
of the average time of the component recovery to the 
software component count has been detected. 
The analysis has shown a high forecast accuracy of 
the meanings of the reliability parameters in the modular 
integrated probabilistic model of reliability estimation for 
the systems with a low intermodule relation. The 
degradation of the forecast accuracy has been detected 
for the systems with a high intermodule relation who is 
specified by a lack of attention to conditional probability 
of the component’s failure and partial ignorance of the 
intermodule communications and the depth of system 
components integration. The presented modification of 
reliability calculation for the modular integrated 
probabilistic model permits to expand a model range of 
application and to improve the quality of forecasting. 
4 Conclusion 
The presented generic modular integrated probabilistic 
model of reliability estimation of software permits to do 
sums of assessment of the software reliability parameters 
of different architecture: multilevel, multiversion, 
distributed, object-oriented ones. The authors have 
offered the algorithm of the developed model application 
for the software reliability estimation with specified 
software architecture. 
In the work the modification of generic modular 
integrated probabilistic model for the case of the object-
oriented multiversion software with the distributed 
architecture has been analyzed in detail. 
The developed system on the basis of the presented 
modification of the generic modular integrated 
probabilistic model for the case of the object-oriented 
multiversion software with the distributed architecture 
provides end-to-end solution of the following problems: 
the system user’s support in reliability parameters of the 
projectable software and the definition of the adequacy 
degree of modular integrated probabilistic model of 
software reliability estimation towards the real software. 
The research has confirmed high performance of the 
modular integrated probabilistic model of software 
reliability estimation which is characterized by the weak 
dependence between the modules. The nonlinear relation 
between the quantities of the average time of using the 
component, the average time of recovery after the 
component’s failure and the number of the components 
in software, and also behaviour pattern of the model 
during the change of the quantities in conditional and 
unconditional probability of the failure in software 
components have been detected. It has been revealed 
experimentally that the mean time to failure and the 
mean time to repair linearly depend on unconditional 
probability of the failure in the components of software. 
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